Looking for a Co-Founder
To build the future of Adventure Sport and travel together.

About Startup:
The Adventure Sports Collective is an attempt
to solve some very fundamental and basic
problems in the field of adventure travel and
sports which have been bottle-necking it’s
growth ever since the last few decades. Never
has been the time more right to solve this
problem, now when India is at its youngest with
a median age of 27 years, we as a nation are
more outgoing than ever and are hungry to
explore.
Identified problems:
There is no free flow of information around
adventure travel and sports nor do we have a
central repository of adventure data.
There is no platform for people to connect over
adventure and go on adventures together.

The ecosystem is fragmented and lacks
convenience when it comes to finding
resources.
We at TASC aims to solve them by building a
data-base called MICA and adding various
resources layers using AI, ML, VR on it to aid the
adventure in India.
We are currently being incubated at IIT Mandi
Catalyst and shall go to market towards the
end of Q2 2022.
‣ First database on adventure travel .
‣ First adventure based matching app.
‣ Unique team experience ranging from
adventure travel to tech to finance.
Joining: Immediate
Compensation: Equity Sharing

What we’re looking for
An energetic, passionate, creative, and very hands-on Full-Stack WebXR Developer to join our start-up in
the development of our groundbreaking platform. The ideal candidate should have expertise in largescale system design, networking and data storage, distributed computing, AI, information retrieval and a
big passion for the metaverse, gaming and a streak for adventure travel and sports.
Please include links to your past projects for reference!

Eligibility Criteria
Full-stack web development.
Pro ciency with React 3 Fiber, React.js, three.js, WebGL, A-Frame
Undertaken AR, WebXR, and/or metaverse projects
Experience with AWS & K8s will be added advantage.
Leadership and organisational abilities.
Ability to work productively with a geographically distributed team.
Excellent written and oral communication skills.
Selected candidates will carry out the following responsibilities
Research, create and develop new product/ product features and capability
Required to be at the forefront and massively indulge in prototyping, building, designing, and
shipping VR-based games.
Required to design end-to-end games while working with the Product, Design and Executive teams,
provide real-time feedback and quickly resolve issues
Construction of prototype and subsequent testing with proper scienti c methodology .

Commitment
Looking for a co-founder with commitment for at least 5 years. An appropriate equity in the company will
shared and upon seed funding a market standard level of salaries will be maintained.

Contact Details
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Contact Person: Prem Kumar Singh
Contact Number: +91-8882202542
email ID: locate.tasc@gmail.com

